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Super-Toda lattices 
Epco van der Lendea) 
Faculteit Wiskunde en lnformatica, Universiteit van Amsterdam, 
Plantage Muidergracht 24, 1018 TV Amsterdam, The Netherlands 

(Received 8 July 1992; accepted for publication 14 September 1993) 

The Lax formalism, as described by Oevel et al. and in an earlier and more 
fundamental form by Semenov, Kostant, Symes, and Adler, can easily be gen- 
eralized to the case where anticommuting variables are involved, the so-called 
supercase. In this article this super-Lax formalism is applied to the well-known 
associative superalgebra G= Mat (m,n,A) . Subspaces of G to which the super- 
Poisson structures can be restricted arise in a natural way. Taking L in one of 
these subspaces formally leads to superextensions of the hierarchy of nonrela- 
tivistic Toda lattices. In the simplest case, where only nearest-neighbor interac- 
tion is involved, the equations are explicitly solved. Furthermore, the relevant 
two super-Hamiltonian structures are explicitly calculated. Finally a superexten- 
sion of the relativistic Toda lattice with a super-Hamiltonian structure is de- 
scribed herein. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this article we present a super-Lax formalism for finite dimensional systems, in which 
real and anticommuting variables are involved. This will be done in the spirit of the formalism 
in the form in Refs. l-6. For more information about the supercase, the reader is referred to 
Refs. 7-9. Our starting point is the associative matrix superalgebra G=Mat( m,n,A), where A 
is a Grassmann algebra with some unspecified number of odd generators. In Sec. II we describe 
the structure of G. Obviously G has a super-Lie algebra structure. Furthermore, in complete 
analogy with the “real case,” we introduce a second super-Lie structure on G using a direct 
sum decomposition of G. Next we introduce three super-Poisson structures on G. The first one 
of these structures is simply the super-Lie Poisson structure associated with the original super- 
Lie bracket on G. The second one, which will be referred to as “the linear super-Poisson 
structure” is nothing but the super-Lie Poisson structure associated with the second super-Lie 
bracket on G. The third one, which will be referred to as “the quadratic super-Poisson struc- 
ture,” is less obvious and can only be defined on the even part of G. Using these structures we 
define hierarchies of formal super-Lax equations. Subspaces of G to which the linear and the 
quadratic super-Poisson structure can be restricted arise in a natural way. This will be used in 
the following. In Sets. III-IV we investigate the case where the super-Lax matrix L is taken in 
the simplest of these subspaces. In Sec. III we show that in this particular case the formal 
super-Lax hierarchy is in fact a hierarchy of nonrelativistic super-Toda lattices, where only 
nearest-neighbor interaction is involved. We describe how this system can be interpreted in 
terms of real Toda lattices, see also Ref. 10. In Sec. IV we explicitly solve the equations in a way 
analogous to Ref. 11, using the concept of a superdeterminant or Berezinian. In Sets. V and VI 
the super-bi-Hamiltonian structure, coming from the linear and the quadratic super-Poisson 
structure, is investigated. The two super-Hamiltonian matrices involved are explicitly calcu- 
lated. Finally, in Sec. VII we introduce a different direct sum decomposition of G. Subspaces 
of G to which the linear Poisson structure can be restricted are defined. Restricting the Lax 
matrix L to such a subspace, we arrive at a superextension of the relativistic Toda lattice. We 
explicitly calculate the super-Hamiltonian structure of this system. 
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1234 Epco van der Lende: Super-Toda lattices 

II. THE STRUCTURE OF G 

Remark 2.1: Throughout this article we will denote allparities by the same symbolp(). It will 
be clear from the context which parity is involved. As usual in working with graded objects we 
will in the following often deal with (parity) homogeneous elements only and extend dejinitions, 
formulas, etc., by linearity. 

Let G=Mat( m,n,A) be the superalgebra of block matrices with entries in some Grass- 
mann algebra A. 12-14 Consider the block matrix LE G 

(1) 

Then we define the supertrace function on G as follows. 
Definition 2.2: The even supertrace function str: G + A is de$ned in terms of the ordinary 

traces of the block matrices A and D by 

mfn 
str( L) =tr(A) - (- l)PcL) tr( D) = c ( _ l)P(i)(P(L)+i)Lii, 

i=l 
(2) 

where 

p(i) = 
0, i= l,...,m 
1, i=m+l,..., m+n. (3) 

Note that the parity of the entries of L is given by p( L’j) =p( L) +p( i) +p( j). Using Eq. 
(2) one can easily check that str( [L, M] ) =0 which also implies that str( L) is invariant under 
coordinate transformations. 

Definition 2.3: Let LEG and suppose there exists a kE:(l-m-n,...,m+n-1) such that 

L’I# 0 ti j=i+k. 

Then k is called the height of L, notation: ht(L)= k. 
Definition 2.3 defines a Z gradation on G, splitting each matrix in its diagonals. 

where 

Gk=(LEG:ht(L)=k). 

Indeed, if L E Gk ,ME GP then ( LM) ‘j= Er.?,” L’@ can only be nonzero if s = i+ k and 
j=s+p, hence j=i+k+p and thus LMeGk+r. For Ik+pI>n+m obviously LM=O. We 
will denote the projection of LEG to Gk by Lk . Hence L = 2, Lk where LYE Gk. Furthermore 
for k<s we denote GSS=Gke * * * e G, and the projection of an element LEG to Gk,S by Lk,s 
=Xj=k Lj * 

This immediately leads to the decomposition of G in a direct sum G=G, @ G- with 

G,={LEG:L~~=O, for i>j)=G1,m+,-l= {strictly upper triangular matrices), 

G-={LEG:L~~=O, for i< j)=Gi-,-,e=(lower triangular matrices}. 

It is clear that the bracket (,) associated with the supertrace function defined by 
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Epco van der Lende: Super-Toda lattices 1235 

(L,M) =str(L.&f) = z (- l)(P(L)+P(M)+llp(i)Lij~ji (4) 
i,j=l 

is nondegenerate on G. Hence we can identify G with Gc. Now one can easily check that 

In particular 

GC,=&-={LEG:L.~~=O, for i<j}=G1-,-,,,-l={strictly lower triangular matrices}, 

@-=G!+={LEG:L’~=O, for i>i)=Go,,+,-l={upper triangular matrices}. 

It is clear that for k>O the subspaces Gs,+,-, and G1-m-n,--k are in fact subsuperalge- 
bras. In particular this holds for G, , G- , @+ , and G*- . 

Now, obviously G is a Lie superalgebra with Lie bracket [,I defined by [L, M] = LM 
- ( - 1 )P( W(qfL* c onsider the projection operators II = II+ - II_ and II* = II*, - II? . 
By means of these projection operators we can define a second Lie bracket [,]i on G by 
[L, M]I=[llL, M]+[L, IIM]=2[L+, M+]--2[L-, M-1. These two Lie brackets define two 
super-Lie Poisson structures on G 

where we assume the functions to be polynomial in the entries of L. For the formal definition 
of df E G with parity p( f ) see Eq. (6) below. Note that the parity of { f,g3i is given by 
p (f ) +p (g) . One can easily check that the bracket (4) satisfies (II L,M) = ( L,II*M) and has 
the invariance property ([L, M],iV) = (L,[M, A’l). We use this to rewrite the two super-Lie 
Poisson structures in the form {f,gji= (Pi( L)df,dg), where Pi( L)df is called the super- 
Hamiltonian vector field associated with Hamiltonian f 

{fsd(L)=([L,df I,&), 

Note that the parity of the super-Hamiltonian vector fields Pi( L)df is given by p(L) 
+p( f ) and hence the parity Of .Z’i( L) is equal to the parity of L. Following Ref. 2, on the even 
part Ge of G we define 

Cf~3z(L)=([L,n(L.df+df.L)l+L.~*([L,dfl)+II*([L,dfl).L,dg). (5) 

It is not (I priori obvious that the quadratic bracket (5) defines a super-Poisson structure 
on the even part G$ of G. If we restrict ourselves to even functions on G-,, according to the 
classical lemma of Ref. 2 we have to check that the projection operator II+ - II: indeed 
satisfies the (Yang-Baxter) YB ( 1) equation. Decomposing G in the direct sum of strictly 
upper, diagonal, and strictly lower matrices, i.e., G = G, @ Gc @ G”+ , this follows from a short 
calculation. 

For polynomial functions f the formal definition for the differential df =df (L) E G of 
parity p( f ) is given by 

W,df (L)) = (6) 
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1236 Epco van der Lende: Super-Toda lattices 

where E is a formal parameter of parity p(L) +p(M). 
Using Eqs. (4)) (6) and the relation 

(EM)ij, ( _ 1 )pWp(d&j, 

one can check that for functions f on G, df (L) E G is represented by 

af dfii=(-l))P(i)@(L)+P(ff+l)__ aP 
which obviously reduces to 

for functions on G7j. 
Hence we have two linear super-( Lie) Poisson structures on G and a quadratic Poisson 

structure on G. The super-Hamiltonian vector fields P,( L)df and Pz( L)df are given by 

P,(L)df =[L, ndf 1 +n*[L, df I, 
(8) 

Without mentioning it explicitly we will in the sequel always assume that LEG when 
dealing with the quadratic bracket. Now, the formal equation for the flow of the super- 
Hamiltonian vector fields (8) is given by 

L,=Pi( L)df. (9) 

Let us now consider the functions fk( L) = (l/k)str( Lk) for k) 1. For all k the function 
fk is even. For odd k this is obvious. For even k this follows from the fact that the supertrace 
function vanishes on the commutators and for odd L we have L2k=4[L2k-1, L]. Using Eq. 
(8), for fk( L) Eq. (9) gets the super-Lax form 1 

L,=P1(L)dfk+l=$P2(L)dfk=[L;n(Lk)]=2[L, (Lk)+]=-2[L, (Lk)-1. (10) 

Furthermore, note that all Hamiltonians f k commute with respect to the brackets {,)i and 
&h. 

As in the nonsupercase, due to the fact that the supertrace function vanishes on the 
commutators, we have str(Pi( L)dC) =0 for all Casimirs and so in particular O=str( L,) 
=(str( L)),. Hence to describe the super-Lax equations, after resealing it is obviously possible 
to set str( L) =0 and we could actually work with the following sub-Lie superalgebra of G: 

{LEG:str (L) =O)CG, 

which is the Lie superalgebra usually denoted by sl( m,n,A). This Lie superalgebra or its even 
part is often referred to as the Grassmann hull of the Lie superalgebra sl(m,n,R), which is 
simple for m # n, see, e.g., Refs. 12-14. If one imposes the assumption that n # m the 
restriction of the bracket (,> to this Lie algebra is also nondegenerate. In the sequel we will not 
make use of this restriction. 

In the next lemma we will show that the above two super-Poisson structures can be 
restricted to all subspaces Gs, for k < O<s. 

Lemma 2.4: Let LEGS* with k <O<s then 
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Epco van der Lende: Super-Toda lattices 1237 

Pl(L)df=P,(L)(df )+,-k-lEGk+lJ, (11) 

P,(L)df =P,(L) (df )+,--k~Gk,s. (12) 

Proo) Let LEG~~. We can rewrite the super-Hamiltonian vector fields as follows: 

~~~~~~f=~~~~,~f+l--~~~,~fl>=-~~~~,~f~l-~*,[~,~fl>, (13) 

P2(L)df=2([L, (L.df+df.L)+]-L.l-I*_[L,df]--%[L,dfl.L) 

=-2([L, (L.df+df.L)-]-L.ll*,[L,df]-IIT[L,df].L). (14) 

Obviously [L, df+]EGk+l,m+n--l and IIP[L, df] E Go,m+n-l C Gk+I,m+n--l. Henceit fol- 
lows from Eq. (13) that P1(L)dfEGk+I,m+n--l. On the other hand we have 
[L, df-]EG,-,-,,, and lT*,[L, df] E Gi-,,+,+i C G1-m-n,s. So it follows from the second 
equality in (13) that P1( L)df EG1+,+n,s Combining this we get 

Pl(L)dfeGl-,-,,J-‘Gk+1,,+,-l=Gk+l,r. 

For P2( L)df we can reason in the same way using Eq. ( 14) which proves the lemma.0 
Remark 2.5: It is obvious from Lemma 2.4 that considering super-Lax equations for L E GkS 

we may assume that Lk is constant and furthermore that the linear super-Poisson structure can 
be restricted to Gk+],= The quadratic Poisson structure however according to this lemma may 
only be restricted to GkS. Note that for Casimirs we actually do have PJ(L)dC 
= P2(L)(dC) U-S -k-l E Gk+l,s Now with the same reduction procedure as used in the case of the 
(super-Korteweg-de Vries) sKdV(3) equation, see Rex 7 and 9, we will see later on that the 
quadratic Poisson bracket can in fact also be restricted to Gk+l,s 

Ill. A SUPER-TODA LAlTlCE 

In this section we will investigate the super-Lax equations (10) for a general even Lax 
matrix L= L(m,n) EG-~,~ dellned by 

, 
PI al 0 * - 0 

Cl - - * 
o.... . 

Umn)= . . . . . 0 * (15) 

I* 
. . . am+n--l 

0 * * 0 Gl+n-1 Pm-t-n 1 

Obviously all pi=pi( t) = L” are even elements of A and ai=ai( t) = L”+ ’ is even for i # m 
and odd for i=m. Following Remark 2.5 we will assume here that the c/s are constant, where 
the even constants Ci= L”” for i # m are assumed to be real numbers. In contrary to the odd 
constant c, they play an inessential role and can without loss of generality be set equal to 1. 

Formally we have the hierarchy of super Lax equations ( 10). For k= 1 we calculate 
explicitly the corresponding equations for the entries pi and ai: 

(16) 
di’2(pi-pi+l)Ui, l<i<m+n, aO=co=am+n=c,+,=O. 
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1238 Epco van der Lende: Super-Toda lattices 

Note that by setting n = 0 and A = R these equations reduce (after resealing ) to the equa- 
tions for the ordinary Toda lattice. Hence this construction yields indeed a generalization of the 
classical case. The corresponding even Hamiltonian H is given by 

H=lstr(L2)+ yc (-i)p(i)LiiLJi= mg (-~)PW(~~;+~~~), 
sj-1 i=l 

which can be rewritten as 

H= 
( 

i ipf+ TzI1aFi - 
i=l 

) ( ,I!., iPf+ “gyl Vi) +%&- 

We will now briefly describe the interpretation of this super-Toda lattice where we set Ci= 1 
for 1 <i<m+n, i # m and cnt=& for more details see Ref. 10. We set 

ai= .@i-Qi+ 1 , l<i<m+n-1, i#m, 

where qi~~ aE Ai and @i-qi+l E &j is defined by its Taylor expansion. Then, omitting the 
inessential factor 2, Eqs. ( 16) in the coordinates pi,qi take the form t(t) = [ L, L,]. We CCUI 
rewrite them as follows: 

4i=Pi 9 l<i<m+n, 40=-qmfn+l=- 03, 

fii=e4i-1-4i-e4i-Qi+l , m#i#m+l, 

~m=~m-l-%n+ye~m-~m+l , 
(17) 

where y= (a E 4, being the product of two odd elements, obviously satisfies 4 =O. The system 
( 17) is equivalent to the following: 

Qiii=e4i-1-4’ r-&i-Pi+l, i#m,m+l, 

@,=@m-I--4m+ y&m-qm+l , (18) 

We can expand qi in powers of y. Since g = 0 we get qi= 41” + yqil ). Substituting this in 
Eq. ( 18) and equating the coefficients of 1 and y we can rewrite Eq. ( 18) as 

gj”) =e4,!~‘*--41O)_eqi(O)-q~:, i # m,m+ 1, 

4;l)=(q~~)l.:q~l)) .~‘~‘,-4!O’-(qjl)--qj::) .eqi’“‘-qE’l, i# m,m+l, 

g(l)=(q(l,l-~(l)) a&L1-41,0)+&f)-qZLl 
m m m , 

(19) 

(20) 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 35, No. 3, March 1994 
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41) qm -q(O) (0) (0) v-9 
Qm+l=e m+ I- (q;: 1 - q;;2 ) . .@m+l-qm+2. 

Obviously setting qi”) ,qi(‘)ER, system ( 19) is simply a closed system of two noninteracting 
ordinary Toda lattices T,,, and T, of m and n particles, respectively. System (20) consists of 
additional equations of motion for m +n particles depending on system ( 19). The asymptotic 
behavior of the particles in system ( 19) is well known, see, e.g., Ref. 11. For t -+ - 03 and 
t -, + a, all particles behave freely and line up in order of, respectively, decreasing and 
increasing velocity. The asymptotic velocities pj”( f > =Qi”’ ( f ) are given by the (distinct) 
time independent eigenvalues Ai,pi of the underlying Lax matrices of T, and T, . More specific 

pP’(-)=Q!O)(--)=A I I m-i+19 

p/O’( +) =4i”‘( +) =jli, i=l,...,m, 

p~~i( + ) =Qlno:i( + ) =/ii, i= l,...,n, 

where A., <A,< *** -~A,and~,<~~<..-<~~. 
The asymptotic behavior of the m + n particles in system (20) can easily be obtained by 

substituting the asymptotic behavior of the particles in system ( 19) in the equations of system 
(20). It follows that this behavior depends on the mutual disposition of the segments [A,, A J 
and~,,,J.Forexample,ifAio < ~1 < AG+landpi, < A2, < pi,+ithenwehavefort + +CXJ 
that those particles corresponding with eigenvalues in the intersection fly exponentially to 
infinity 

q:“(t) -e(+~l)‘, i=io+ l,...,m, 

qgii( t) -e@m-t+)‘, i= l,..., il, 

whereas the rest of the particles behave freely. For more details about this asymptotic behavior 
we refer to Ref. 10. 

Remark 3.1: One can also consider the case LEG-,, for s> I which obviously leads to 
superextensions of Toda systems with a higher order of interaction. We will not go into this here, 
neither will we explore the case where L E GkS for k < - I. 

IV. SOLVING THE SYSTEM 

One can solve the system ( 16) [or ( 17)] explicitly using the method described in Ref. 11 
adjusted to the supercase. In order to do so we need the well-known definition of the super- 
analog of the determinant. 

Definition 4. I: For L = (-3 E Go such that A and D are invertible we define the Berezinian (or 
superdeterminant) by Ber: Go + A. 

Ber( L) =det(A- BD-‘C) *det( D-l). (21) 

One can check, see, e.g., Refs. 15, 13, that Ber has the essential property 

Ber( L.M) =Ber( L) * Ber(M). (22) 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 35, No. 3, March 1994 
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1240 Epco van der Lende: Super-Toda lattices 

Note that in the definition of Ber( L) only the inverse of D is involved. One could also have 
defined 

Ber’( L) =det( D-CA-‘B) * det(A-‘), (23) 

where we have the relation 

Ber( L) =Ber’( L)-‘. 

In fact Ber’( L) is the Berezinian of the matrix obtained from L by switching the parity of 
the rows and columns. Furthermore, note that the definition of the Berezinian strongly resem- 
bles the ordinary determinant of block matrices ( 1) with real entries which is given by det(A 
- BD- ‘C) .det ( D) . Taking the inverse in the second factor in the definition of the Berezinian 
is necessary to ensure property (22). 

To be able to describe minors of L we introduce the following notation: Let l<k<m+n. 
Then consider a set il ,..., ik , j 1 ,..., jk such that 1 &i,,j,<m+n for r,s= l,...,k. Now we denote the 
kX k matrix M with Mn = Lids by 

Hence Li?“‘ik . ,I.. . jk is the matrix obtained by deleting all rows and columns from L, except rows 

4 ,..., ik and columns j, ,..., j,. In particular we will focus on the following minors of L: 
( 1) the principal minors LEz i 1: ::I:, 

ii+l...m+n (2) the minors LjisI:::ETE, j<i, 
(3) the minors Lyj+l...,+,, i< j. 
Consider the following cases: 
(i) p(i) =p( j) =O. In this case minors (l), (2), and (3) are even and as L have a block 

structure. 
(ii)p(i)=p(j)=l.Inthiscaseminors (l), (2),and (3) areevenandareinfactminors 

of D. 
(iii) p(i) =O,p( j) = 1. In this case the parity of minors (3) is undefined. 
(iv) p(i) = l,p( j) =O. In this case the parity of minors (2) is undefined. 
For the minors in cases (i) and (ii) both Ber and Ber’ exist. In case (i) they are given by 

Eq. (2 1) and (23), respectively. In case (ii) Ber’ coincides with the ordinary determinant and 
Ber with its inverse. In cases (iii) and (iv) only the ordinary determinant can be calculated and 
will be denoted by Ber’. Its value is odd. We furthermore denote 

A!(L) =Ber( L$:::~~~), 

Af( L)=Ber’( L~$~:::~~~), 

A$( L) =Ber( L$$l;.‘.‘zyn), j <i, p(i) =p( j), 

Aji( L) = Ber’ ( L$‘;.‘.‘Gyn), j < i 

A!.(L) =&r( Lil’.+‘“‘mfn 
Jl JJf1 1 . ..m+n 9 i<j, p(i) =pW 

AT,(L) =Ber’(Li/.+““m+” 
J’ JJ+l ...m+n), i< j. 

(24) 

Now we have the following proposition, the proof of which we will not present here since 
it is completely analogous to the well-known Gauss factorization in the nonsupercase. 
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Proposition 4.2: Let D be a diagonal invertible matrix and let Z,, and Z, be upper, respec- 
tively, lower triangular matrices both with ones on the diagonal. Then, setting E=Z,,.D.Z, we 
have 

@i= AfCi) ( D) A?(i) (E) I 
A$!(D)=A$‘$(E) ’ 

A;ji)(~) 
zii=Afw(E) , i> j, 

i<j. 

Now consider the diagonal matrix D= D(t) with diagonal entries Dii=eqi. Furthermore let 
Z,, and Zl be uniquely defined by 

K(t) =Z,(t) L+(t), Z,(O) =I, (25) 

i,(t)=~(t)-l~T(t)~(t)~[(t), z[(o)=I, (26) 

where L is the super-Lax matrix for system (17). It follows from Eq. (26) that i’+” 
= ,+‘i-qi+ 1 for i # m a& @‘+lrn = (.eqm-qm+ 1 and hence 

. 
Iji=e4i-1-4i_e4i-4i+1=Z”-1_ii+1i, 

i#m,m+L 

from which we conclude 

Pi(t)=Pi(0)+Zii-‘--Z’+li, i#m,m+l, 

p,(t) =p,(O) +Zmm-l-a.Zm+‘m, 

Thus, using Proposition 4.2, if we define 

E(t)=Z,(t).D(t).Z,(t) 

we can rewrite Eq. (27) as 

(27) 

(25.3) 
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1242 Epco van der Lende: Super-Toda lattices 

A?:),#) A$$“(E) 
Pi(t)=Pi(o)+Af(i)(~) -A$i;l)(,y) ’ i# m,m+l, 

A;-,,(E) k,,+,(E) 
PmW=Pm(0) + A~(E) --a. Ak+l(E) , (29) 

A;,,,+,(E) A;+,m+dE) 
Pm+l(t)=P,+l(O)+ A 

!,t+,W) a- A!n+,(E) ’ 

Furthermore, using p(i) =p (i+ 1) for i # m it is obvious that we have for i # m 

0” 
a.=@i-qi+l= . . 

At”“(E) A;:;“(E) A;“‘(E) . @i(E) 
I D+“+‘=A&(E) * A$:“(E)=A$(E) *Aft’,(E) * 

(30) 

Since O=p(m) and l=p(m+l) and the fact that Ber=(Ber’)-’ we have for a, 

P” a,=a. e’lm-qm+l=a * A:(E) A;,,(E) *A;(E) 
C(r’ 

Dm+‘m+’ A;+,(E) * Ai+l(E)=a’ A;+,(E) ’ 
(31) 

Using formulas (25), (26) and the fact that b)(f) = L,( f). D( t), where L,(f) is the pro- 
jection of L(t) to Go [i.e., L,(t) is the diagonal matrix with entries (L,( t))“=pi], one can easily 
derive the following expression for the time derivative of E(t) given by Bq. (28) : 

&t)=Z,(f).L(t).D(t).Z,(t). 

Obviously we have .k(f).E(f)-l=Zu(t).L(f).Zu(f)-l. Using Bq. (25) and the super-Lax 
equation L(t) = [ L, L,] one easily concludes that the time derivative of the expression 
E(t) .E( f) - ’ vanishes. Hence we have E(f) = C.E( f) for some constant matrix C, from which 
we conclude that E(t) =elC.E(0). Now, since obviously E( 0) = D(0) and C= L(0) we finally 
have 

Now since D(0) is a diagonal matrix the expressions (29), (30), and (31) for pi and ai in 
terms of minors of E(f) can easily be shown to be equal to the same expressions rewritten in 
terms of minors of erL(‘) =M multiplied by factors of the form (D(O))ii*(D(O))~‘~i+ 1 

&(‘)--4i+1(‘). If we take into account the fact that for i # m, ai = eqi(oiO-qi+l(o) and 
ftrthermore a,(O) = o.eqm(‘)-4’m+l(‘) ’ it follows that the solutions pi(t) ,Ui( t) of ECJS. ( 17) are 
given by 

A$‘!ii( M) A$$“(M) 
Pi(f)=Pi(o) + q(i)(M) *ai-l(0)-ai(o) . q~~;‘l)(~) 7 (32) 

(33) 
A?“‘(M) . &j(M) ai =ui(o) . A$; (M) . A;$ (~) ’ 

@,(M) %At) =a,(O) - - Ao,+zW) ’ (34) 
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V. THE REDUCED LINEAR SUPER-POISSON STRUCTURE 

In this section we will take a closer look at the linear super-Hamiltonian structure given by 
Eq. (8) of the super-Toda lattice ( 16). 

For LEG-~,, of the form ( 15), according to Lemma 2.4, in the calculation of P1( L)df we 
can take df( L) =df EG-l,o with entries given by Eq. (7) 

dj-& ( _ 1 yW@(f )+ 1) 

Now we can easily calculate the super-Hamiltonian vector field 

Since df E G- l,oC G- and hence df + =0 the first term cancels. It follows that P, (L)df up 
to a factor -2 is equal to the matrix P = II*_[L, df ] for which the only nonzero entries are 
given by 

py= ( _ 1 )p(i)@(f I+ 1) 
( 

af af 
ui’ aaiBui-l .- 

1 
alli-, 9 

pii+*=(-1y(i)(P(f)+l) 
( 
ui. geui. i!LJ, i#m, ii 1 

P mm+‘=(-l)P(f)+’ 
( 

a,. &+.,. g), 
m+ m 

In general, for even L, using representation (7) of df E G and the explicit form (4) of the 
bracket (,), the super-Poisson bracket { f,g], can be rewritten as 

Cf&(L)=V’,dg)= c (-1) 
ag b(f) +PW + OpU)pUdgii= z ( _ 1 y(f Mi)pii - . 

Li i,i au 
Hence, representing the differential dgeG-l,o and the matrix PEGS,+ respectively, by the 

vectors dg= ( ag/api ,dg/da,) and P= (( - 1) P(i)P(f )py, ( _ 1 )P(i)P(f )pii+ 1) with zrn +zn _ 1 en- 
tries, this last expression equals 

z (-l)p(f)p(i) ,$,+p+l$, = ~Pkdgk=((P&)) , , 
i I 1 k 

(35) 

where ((,) ) stands for the ordinary inner product of two vectors. 
We can rewrite P as follows: 

P,=(( - l)P(@(f)H1 df ),= c (- l)p’s’p’f)~t(df )t, 
t 

(36) 

where in Eq. (36) p(s) = 1 if s=2m +n and 0 otherwise. This definition of parity may seem 
strange, but is due to the fact that we did not represent the vector df in standard form. To 
obtain the standard form of df we have to permute the entries of the vector df to make sure 
that the entry iIf/&,,, comes last, in that case p(s) = 1 for s=2m + 2n - 1 and 0 otherwise. 
Obviously for n = 1 this is already the case. H, is the following (2m + 2n - 1) x (2m +2n - 1) 
matrix: 
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where A is a (m+n) X (m+n-1) matrix, B is a (m+n- 1) X (m+n) matrix for which the 
only nonzero entries are given by 

Aii=pim+“+i= (_ l)p(Oui, Ai+li=Hilflm+n+i= (_ l)p(i+l)+lui, 

BLq+*+ii= (_ ly(Q+lui, (37) 

Hence, combining Eqs. (35) and (36)) the reduced super-Poisson bracket on Go,+ param- 
etrized by the coordinates (pi,ui), for even super-Hamiltonian matrix H has the form 

C f ,gl 1 = ( (P,dg) > = ( ( ( - 1 )p(s)p(f )Hdf ,dg) ) (38) 

= c ( -I)~‘S)~‘f)~~(df ),(dg>,, 
SJ 

(39) 

where the bracket ((,)) stands for the ordinary inner product of two vectors. If the vectors df 
and dg are in standard form, form (38) will be called the standard form for a super-Poisson 
bracket for even H. For a bracket in standard form (38) we can formulate general conditions 
on H to ensure that the bracket is a super-Poisson bracket: First of all one can easily check that, 
if H satisfies the skew-P-symmetry condition 

bracket (38) satisfies 

{ f,g}= (- l)p(f)p(g)+qg,f}. 

The condition on H concerning the super-Jacobi identity can be formulated in terms of the 
vanishing of a superanalog of the so-called Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket [H, H] of H with itself 
as defined in Ref. 16. In general, for two matrices H and K satisfying the skew-symmetry 
property (40) this super-Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket is defined as follows: 

[H, K]ijk’ 2 ((-1) p(i)p(j)(llis.(dKki)s+Kis.(dHki)s))+cycl(i,j,k). 
s 

A rather long, but straightforward calculation which we leave to the reader shows that 
indeed, for H satisfying the condition 

[H, H] =0 (41) 

the super-Jacobi identity 

for bracket (38) is fulfilled. 
We will call a matrix H satisfying Eqs. (40) and (41) a super-Hamiltonian matrix. 
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In particular, setting m =2 and n = 1 in Eqs. (38) and (37) HI takes the form of the 
following 5 X 5 super Hamiltonian matrix: 

H,= 

0 0 0 a, 0 

0 0 0 --a, a2 

0 0 0 0 u2 

-al ~1 0 0 0 

0 -a2 -a2 0 0 

(42) 

VI. THE REDUCED QUADRATIC SUPER-POISSON STRUCTURE 

We are now going to investigate in the same way the quadratic super-Hamiltonian vector 
fields P2( L)df which are up to a factor 2 given by 

[L, (L.df+df.L)+]-L.l-If[L,dfl-II*_[L,dfl.L. 

Using the fact that G*_ = G, CB Go one can easily check that this expression equals 

[df, L],.L+L.[df, Llo+2L(df.L>+--2(hff )+L. (43) 

For general LEG- ,,i given by Eq. ( 15) we can according to Lemma 2.4 in the calculation 
of P2( L)df take df (L) =df EG-i,i with entries 

df”=(-1) pW@(f)+l)af 
api ’ 

df’f Ii= ( _ 1 )p(i)@(f ) + 1) fk$, 
I 

(44) 

df”y+‘=(-1) p(i+l)@(f)+l)df 
hi * 

Note that here we are forced to incorporate the c/s as variables, see also Remark 2.5. 
Substituting Eq. (44) into Eq. (43) one obtains, after a long but straightforward calculation, 
the explicit form of the super-Hamiltonian matrix -ii2 such that the reduction of the quadratic 
super-Poisson bracket to G-i,- I takes the form (38) where df is the vector ( i3f/api, 
af/&z,,af/&,) with 3m+3n-2 components andp(s)=l for s=2m+n and s=3m+2n-1 
and 0 otherwise. In particular, for m = 2, n = 1, representing df in standard form as the vector 

af af af af af af af -,-,-,-,-,-,- 
+, aP2 33 aa, acl aa2 ac2 

one obtains for n2 the following 7x7 matrix: 
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0 -2a,q 0 --2Wl 0 0 0 

WC1 0 2a2c2 2p2al 0 -2p2a2 0 

0 -2a2c2 0 0 0 -2p3a2 0 

2plal --2p2al 0 0 0 --ala2 -alq 

0 0 0 0 0 -w2 ClC2 

0 2p2a2 2p3a2 ala2 w2 0 2a2c2 

0 0 0 as2 -c1c2 2a2c2 0 

Now, as in the (infinite dimensional) case of the sKdV( 3) equation,7 for all Hamiltonians 
of hierarchy ( 10) the ci and c2 components vanish, see also remark 2.5. Using the reduction 
procedure as described in Ref. 2, for the nonsupercase we set 

a.f af 
-w2 &+c1c2 a~,=(% 

af af af 
alc2 -gg-v2 Q-k2c2 %=O. 

(45) 

(46) 

Using these equations we can eliminate af/&, and c3f/&, from the super-Hamiltonian 
vector fields. Omitting an inessential factor 2 the reduced quadratic super-Poisson bracket on 
Go,, gets the standard form (38) where now p(s) = 1 for s= 5 and 0 otherwise, df is given in 
standard form by the vector (a f /api ,ilf /dai) , and H2 is the following 5 X 5 super-Hamiltonian 
matrix: 

H2=~~~ 28;; j i! ;ii]. (47) 

Hence we have found two super-Hamiltonian descriptions of hierarchy ( 10) of super-Toda 
lattices associated with two super-Poisson structures of the form (38) obtained by reduction of 
the two super-Poisson structures on G. The super-Hamiltonian matrices involved are given by 
(42) and (47). 

VII. A SUPER-RELATIVISTIC TODA LATTICE 

Now we are going to describe in the same way superextensions of the relativistic Toda 
lattice. We introduce another more complicated splitting of the superalgebra G=G+ @ G- 
which is to be compared with the description as given in the nonsuper-relativistic case in Ref. 
2. In order to do so we choose for convenience II= 1, hence G=Mat (m,l,A). We define G- as 
the subset of the upper triangular block matrices L such that for all m + 1 columns the sum of 
the elements is equal to zero. Note that in particular this means that L” =0 and furthermore 
Lm+ lrn+ ’ =O since it is the only even/odd element in the m + 1-th column 
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0 L22 

L=. 1. . . 

, 
. Lmm Lmm+l 

00 00 0 :I 
(48) 

where in Eq. (48) Zj Lii=O for all j. 
Obviously G- is a subsuperalgebra. In fact, the property that for each column the sum of 

the elements vanishes is preserved under right multiplication with an arbitrary matrix due to 

and hence for L,MeG- it follows trivially that LMEG- , MLEG- . 
We define G, as the subset of G of “almost lower triangular” matrices L with one nonzero 

entry directly above the main diagonal in the m+ 1-th column 

L” 

L= * 1: Lm+ll 

0 

0 

L mm 

0 

0 

* I* 

Lmm+ 1 

Lm+lm+l 

It is obvious that G, is also a subsuperalgebra of G whereas G=G+ CB G- . For 
L=(L’j)eG the projections ~I+(L)=L+EG+ and II-(L)=L-EG- are given by the fol- 
lowing formulas: 

L‘!=L’j, i<j, (i,j> # (m,m+l), 

L- - C Ljm+l, mm+1 

j<m 

L!=O, i>j, 

L~+lm+l=O, LF=- C Lj’, i#m+l, 
j<i 

Ly=O, i< j, (i,j) # (m,m+l), 

mm+1 L+- =c , 
Lim+ 1 

j<m 

Ly=Lii, i> j, 

L+ 
m+lm+l=Lm+lm+l 

, L$= 2 Lj’, i#m+l. 
j<i 

Using the nondegenerate bilinear form (,) we also have a dual (orthogonal) splitting 
G = @+ CXJ G*-. Using @+ = GL it can easily be seen that G*+ consists of matrices L for which 
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the entries below and on the main diagonal of each of the first m rows are equal, whereas in the 
m + I-th row all entries below the main diagonal are equal. Hence an element of @+ has the 
general form 

L” 

1. 

L’2 . . Llm+l 

L22 L22 * 

. . 

Lmm L mm Lmm+ 1 

Lm+lm . . Lmflm Lm+lm+’ 

One can also easily check that G*_ = G’+ consists of strictly lower triangular matrices L for 
which also Lm+lm=O. H ence a general element of G’!! has the following form: 

I 0 L21 Lm+ll ** . . . Lmm- Lmflm-1 . 1 0 0 * 0 0 ! * 

ForL=(L’j)EG=GFtheprojectionsf’I:(L) = Lp E G*,andff*_(L) = Lr E @-are 
given by 

( LT )ij = LU, i< j, 

(LT)ii=~i, m+l#i>j, 

(L*+y+*j,Lm+lm, j<m, 

(L*_)‘j=O, i<j, 

(p)ij=Lij--Le, m+l #i> j, 

(LT)m+li=Lm+li-Lm+lm, j<m. 

Note that @+ is not a subsuperalgebra of G whereas G*_ is. Obviously, using Eq. ( 13) the 
linear super-Poisson structure can be restricted to @+ (see also Ref. 2). The following lemma 
states that also reductions can be made to the subspaces G(k), k)2 of G defined by 

G(k) ‘{LEG-,.k zL~~+~=O, for j<m-k) (49) 

=(LEGELii+S=o, for j<m-k,s>k). (50) 

Lemma %I: Let LEG(~). Then P,(L)dfEG(k). 
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&x$ We have to check that [L, df,] - IIf[L, df] E G(k) for LEG(k). Since G*_ 
consists of strictly lower triangular matrices which obviously lie within G(k) for all k it 
remains to prove that [L, df +] E G( k) which comes down to showing that the relevant entries 
above the main diagonal of [L, df +] are equal to 0. More specific we have to prove that for 
s>k, j<m-k 

[L, df +]jj+s=O, 

which follows from the fact that [L, df +]jj+’ is equal to 

c Lh’ dj?JfS- (_ l)P(L)P(f) c df$+ 
P Q 

Now Lip=0 for p) j + k. Furthermore for p < j + k( j +s we have in particular p < m and 
hence dJ;p:‘+‘=O since df 3- contains no nonzero terms above the main diagonal except in the 
mth row. Thus the first sum vanishes. Furthermore note that j<m - k < m and hence df$=O 
for q > j whereas for q< j we have L qj+S=O. Hence also the second sum vanishes and the 
lemma is proven. q 

Hence we can also restrict the linear Hamiltonian vector fields P,( L)df to @+ n G(k). 
As an example, consider the hierarchy of Lax equations L,= [L, ( Lk) +] for even L 

E @+ n G(2) oftheform 

L(m,n) = 

p1 al 0 * * 0 

P2 P2 * * . * 

. . -0 0 

. . . . 
am-1 B 

Pm . . 

6.. “;” 
a 

Pm+* 

(51) 

For k= 1 we calculate the corresponding equations 

Pi=Pi+ *4--P&- 19 

cii=ai(pi+*-pi+aj-ai-*), i=l,...,m-2, 

Ijm= -Pmam- 1 +&k f2= -aa,-i-BPm+i, 

8=P(Pm+ 1 -pm-lfam-~-~m-2)+~~m-l, Sm+l=“* k=O- 

Obviously setting it =0 these equations reduce to the equations for the classical relativistic 
Toda lattice as described in Ref. 2. Furthermore, note that the odd variable 6 and the even 
variable pm+l turn out to be constant along the flow. The explicit form of the corresponding 
Hamiltonian H=f str( L2) is given by 

. 
H=i “F+’ (- l)p’i’p~+ mfl aipi+*+ (fl+a)g. 

I-l i=l 
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In order to find the linear super-Hamiltonian vector fields P1( L)df we represent the 
differential df =df (L) for L given by IQ. (51) in the dual of @+ n G(2) by the matrix dfi’ 
with the nonzero entries given by 

dj%(-1) PWGo(f)+*) af 
aPi ’ 

i= 1 
,...,m+ 1, 

df+li=g, i= l,,.., m- 1, 
1 

Note that considering the super-Poisson bracket we have to incorporate pm+l and g as 
variables. Now P1( L)df = -2([L, df-] - Jl*,[L, df]). Since df -=O the first term 
vanishes, hence we have to calculate the matrix P = II*,[L, df I). The only nonzero entries of 
P are given by 

. . af af 
Irl=aj~,-aj-l aa,_,, j<i<m--2, 

pm-Ii,, af af 
--am-2G+Paf, j<m-1, m- * aa,-, 33 

af af af 
F=a &-am-i aam-, -6=g, j<m, 

p+lm+*=(-1)P(f) 

( 

a?!T+fi!$-g$ , 

) 

af af pi+*=a.- 
’ aPi+ I 

-ai&,, Km-2, 

p--lm=a af af af 
m-lZ&-am-*apm-l +B&' 

Pm+l= (- l)p(f)+’ a &+a g+B&+pm g-p,,, t$, 
( m 

P-lm+l=( -l)pCf )+l amel f&+p&+fl& , 
( m 1 

af p+U=~!$+g- af af af 

m 
aPm+,+Pm+l z-am-l. @-Prnz9 i<m. 

If we represent the differential df by the vector 

df= 
af af af af af 
&.q&pag’Z 
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with 2m + 3 components in standard form one can easily extract from P, in the same way as we 
did in the preceding sections the super-Hamiltonian matrix HI, with respect to which the linear 
super-Poisson structure gets the standard form (38) where p(s) = 1 for s>2m+ 1 and 0 oth- 
erwise. In particular, setting m=2 one obtains the super-Hamiltonian matrix 

HI= 

0 0 0 al 0 /3 0 

0 0 0 -a1 a 0 -E 

0 0 0 0 a fl -6 

--al al oopo 0 

0 -a -a -p 0 o P3-P2 

-B 0 -f3 0 0 0 -a1 

0 s l o P3-P2 -al 0 
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